
 
 
 
 
 
 

Extremity Protection 
 

TRR recently met for an incredible trip to the Mallows Bay Marine Sanctuary in Maryland.  This is a 
spectacular flat-water venue with lots of interesting things to see.  The trip is suitable for all boat types 
and perhaps a great place to run a future Outtasite Clinic.  The weather was chilly, and we experienced a 
steady breeze.  These are prime conditions for hypothermia incidents.  The trip leaders made certain we 
only had experienced paddlers, and everyone had suitable torso thermal protection (wetsuits or dry suits).  
Something that is often overlooked is extremity protection.   

Torso Protection 
The torso is key.  If your torso is warm, your body doesn’t need to take preemptive actions via the 
circulatory system to maintain torso heat.  When we lose heat, the body reduces circulation to the 
extremities in a process called peripheral vasoconstriction (peripheral = at the edges, vaso = blood 
vessels).  The following article covers torso protection: Thermal Protection.  A warm torso ensures great 
blood flow to the extremities thereby providing continual heat.  That said, wind can quickly remove that 
heat. 

Extremities 
The extremities we need to protect are as follows: 

• Hands 
• Head 
• Feet 

Most paddlers complain about cold hands which makes sense since we need our hands to paddle.  
Protecting the hands starts with solid torso protection – dry suit with fluffy insulation or wetsuit.  Many 
dry suits and dry tops are breathable to allow moisture like sweat escape.  Unfortunately, that also means 
wind can enter and rob your stored heat.  In windy conditions, I like adding a windproof splash jacket.   

The next large area of heat loss is your head.  A key Wilderness First Aid fact is the head is roughly 9% 
of your skin surface area.  Blood vessels are close to the surface as well.  The head acts like a great big 
radiator when not covered returning cold blood to the rest of the body.  There are several ways to greatly 
reduce heat loos via the head and this should be your next area to concentrate on.   

The hands come next.  This of the hands as the fins in a radiator, lots of surface area to lose heat from.  To 
make matters worse, cold water splashes on the hands as we paddle, and water is far more effective in 
heat transfer.  Because water has a specific heat approximately 1000 times greater than that of air and a 
thermal conductivity 24 times greater than that of air, the body loses heat much faster in water than in air 
of the same temperature.  Keeping splash and wind at bay id crucial in keeping your hands warm.   

Feet are somewhat less of a concern for paddlers.  The feet are in a closed and relatively warm 
compartment – your kayak.  We also use our feet when performing strokes to provide extra thrust.  
Concentrate on adequate circulation and you should be good to go.   

https://sanctuaries.noaa.gov/mallows-potomac/
https://www.teamriverrunner.org/outtasight-series/
https://www.teamriverrunner.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/Thermal-Protection.pdf


Head Protection 
A decent helmet with adequate foam provides a remarkable amount of insulation.  The helmet also 
provides some wind protection.  I also like to carry a simple skull cap in my PFD pocket.  If your helmet 
isn’t too tight, this fits easily under the helmet.  I frequently loan mine out to others when I notice they are 
cold.   

For Winter paddling, I prefer a full storm hood.  This covers pretty much the entire head and is incredibly 
warm.  I carry one of these inside my boat and loan it out to someone that has taken a swim or is 
struggling to stay warm.  These work incredibly fast; in roughly 20 minutes they will want to trade for 
that skull cap.   

These hoods and caps come in a variety of thicknesses.  1.5 mm is a great thickness as it’s very easy to fit 
under your helmet.   

Hand Protection 
Hands are protected via: 

• Pogies 
• Gloves 
• Mittens 

Paddlers are pretty much evenly split between pogies and gloves.  I personally prefer pogies, they keep 
the wind off and provide some trapping of warm air.  They are a pretty simple device that is secured 
around the paddle shaft and you slip your hands inside.  Pogies can be a nylon shell more common in 
coastal kayaking but most are made from insulating neoprene.  Even when using pogies, it’s always a 
good idea to pack some gloves in a dry box in case a rescue is required.  You can combine pogies with 
gloves for extra protection.  A very simple means is wearing rubberized dishwashing gloves under your 
pogies – works great. 

Paddling gloves come in a variety of makes.  I prefer Glacier Gloves and have been using them for years.  
These have articulated knuckles and are thin providing better feel of the paddle.  Many paddlers prefer 
pogies because of the lack of feel gloves provide.  It’s important getting a good snug fit which will keep 
water out.  A major drawback of gloves are the fingers which allow heat to escape. 

Paddling mittens keep your fingers together and provide incredible warmth.  NRS Toaster Mitts are an 
excellent choice.  Like Pogies, you will need backup gloves for things that require finger dexterity like 
tying knots.   

Foot Protection 
Circulation reins king in keeping your feet warm.  Take extra care in getting a decent boot that fits 
properly.  This can be supplemented with a thin pair of wool socks.  Neoprene socks are another option, 
but many may be too thick to wear inside a boot.   

Summary 
On cold weather paddling trips, someone almost always needs supplemental extremity protection of some 
sort.  I bring backup gloves in my Pelican Box and stiff a skull cap in my PFD to handles these very 
common issues.  I also pack extra thermal gear in my van and most of the time they are needed.  I have 
added a couple of Hot Hands in my First Aid Kit which work wonders after a long cold swim.  
Addressing cold paddler issues ensure much more enjoyable trip and helps immensely in accident 
avoidance. 

https://www.nrs.com/product/15045.01/nrs-hydroskin-05-helmet-liner
https://www.nrs.com/product/15047.01/nrs-storm-hood
https://www.amazon.com/ONeill-Thinskins-1-5mm-Black-Large/dp/B0088043NO/ref=sr_1_17?dchild=1&keywords=paddling+hood&qid=1574534637&sr=8-17
https://www.nrs.com/product/25031.02/nrs-mamba-pogies
https://www.amazon.com/Playtex-Handsaver-Reusable-Rubber-Gloves/dp/B004G8KFN4/ref=sxin_5_osp96-0fa476c6_cov?ascsubtag=0fa476c6-f156-4204-a701-e08e811adef7&creativeASIN=B004G8KFN4&cv_ct_id=amzn1.osp.0fa476c6-f156-4204-a701-e08e811adef7&cv_ct_pg=search&cv_ct_wn=osp-search&keywords=dishwashing+gloves&linkCode=oas&pd_rd_i=B004G8KFN4&pd_rd_r=3d9a2567-4762-4325-91cc-0e0c455bce82&pd_rd_w=eCPE2&pd_rd_wg=JmBbK&pf_rd_p=53eff971-6e12-4016-9864-b6dfd929b2b3&pf_rd_r=DVJ336MT17WGNAYW1XY5&qid=1574535483&tag=theinventoryo-20
https://www.amazon.com/Glacier-Glove-802BK-M-Perfect-Curve/dp/B0029YI6QU/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=paddling+glacier+gloves&qid=1574535830&s=hpc&sr=8-1
https://www.nrs.com/product/25027.05/nrs-toaster-mitts
https://www.amazon.com/HotHands-10-count-pack-warmers/dp/B00PGBN11S/ref=sxin_4_ac_d_rm?ac_md=1-1-aGFuZCB3YXJtZXJzIGhvdGhhbmRz-ac_d_rm&crid=299AQP0V6JL18&keywords=hot+hands&pd_rd_i=B00PGBN11S&pd_rd_r=5528c88c-4eb8-4cd0-9d40-85664dacc7c8&pd_rd_w=s5umS&pd_rd_wg=081HH&pf_rd_p=6d29ef56-fc35-411a-8a8e-7114f01518f7&pf_rd_r=TGZCQYDMX879QT940TA6&psc=1&qid=1574536520&sprefix=hot+%2Caps%2C134
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